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BREAKING NEWS

NATION & WORLD

COMPROMISE A POSSIBILITY

HUMAN TRAFFICKING

ACCORDING TO CNN" T<HE BUSH ADMINISTRATION WAS CONFIDENT THAT AN AGREEMENT COULD BE MADE ABOUT THE GUIDELINES OF CIA INTERROGATIONS OF POSSIBLE TERRORISTS.
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THIS PRACTICE, OFTEN REFERRED TO AS THE "MODERN-DAY
SLAVE TRADE', IS PROFILED IN NATION & WORLD.
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o·eltas Usher In New ·vea·r
wit.Iii 'New H·O-rizoms '

A I rk~ '"illh1n.s - Starr Photogn1>htr

The ladies of Alpha C hap~er, Delta Sigma Theta Soro rity, Inc., cele brate their a nnual
Proselyte Day: a reminder of the principles on which t he organization is founded.
BY ANDREW MOTEN
Contributing Writer

It may not be an understatement that Greek Life is
somewhat of a sacred institution at Howard University:
This is especially the case
with fraternities and sororities whose Alpha or Beta
chapters have a home here at
the Mecca.The Alpha Chapter of
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority,
Inc. held its annual Proselyte
Day yesterday afternoon.
Hundreds of sorority

members, parents, peers and
others were present to watch
as the sorority members ushered in the new school year
with an afternoon filled \\ri.th
joyful singing.
At the outset, the masses
hummed "'ri.th anticipation in
the lower end of the Valley
before the Deltas began their
journey towards .a circle of
their sorority sisters.
Around 2:30 p.m., the
sorority members made their
way down the sidewalk, surrounded by admiring and supporting audience membe'rs,
singing a song that encour-

aged everyone in attendance
to '\'litness the dawn of new
horizons."
After the opening anthem,
the ladies of Resurgent 41,
dressed in creme suits and
crin1son shoes, sang several
sorority harmonies; some of
which proclaimed their love
for the organization, and others which boasted the organization's community involvement.
Amongst the interactions
between the newer and older
members, the celebrants took
out time and paid homage to
graduated members of the

chapter, as well as others who
came frmn far and near to
take part in the event. "This
was a beautiful way for them
to show their. love for the
chapter and each other," said
Krystal Kofie, a member of
the Gamma Alpha Chapter of
Delta Sign1a Theta Sorority,
Inc., at Xavier University in
Louisiana. 'It was well worth
the travel."
The celebration, designed
to give freshmen and new students exposure to the sorority, lasted for tvvo hours and
was followed by many loving e1nbraces and regards
between sorority members
anp supportive onlookers. ·
In adaition to patticipation in Freshman move-in,
this was the second event of
the year that the sorority has
held this school year.
Proselyte Day for the
members of Alpha Chapter,
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority
Inc., serves as a tangible
reminder of the high esteem
at which they hold their organization and the charge of
scholarship, sisterhood, and
service on which the organization prides itself.
"Proselyte was a really
beautiful event," said Alpha
Chapter president Adrienne
Francois. "We really look forward to having both a successful and producth>e academic school year and sorority year."

·Google ·Introduces Search Arrch ive
BY BRITTANY HUTSON
Hilltop Staff Writer

The popular search engine Google
recently announced the release of its
newest feature, the Google archive news
search. The Google archive news search
was designed to offer free articles dating
back 200 years for the public's convenience.
"This archive news search is an
example of the ways Google is continuously working to improve the overall Google experience," said a Google
spokesperson. "By working 'v\ri.th partners to bring their content online, we
can extend the amount of information
available to users."
Designed to allow users to search
for events, persons or things that have
occurred over different periods of time,
it allows users to get access to more than
200 years of historical information at
their leisure. Users can view articles for ·
free; however, depending on the type of
article and by whom it is offered, a fee
will be required. Those articles that will
require a fee will be labeled "pay-perv.iew" or have a specific price listed. By
selecting an article that requires a fee,
users will be taken to the content owner
or .aggregator's website to compl.ete the·
transaction before receiving access. Fee
based content is not hosted by Google;
it is through the con1pany offering its
services.
"W~ are working with many prominent · inforn1ation providers," explains
the spokesperson. Free articles 'will be
available from sources such as Time.
com and The Guarpian. Articles that
will charge a fee or subscription include
' news organizations such as The New
. York Times, The Wall Street Journal,
and The Washington Post. Information
will also be distributed by news aggregators like AccessMyLibrary.com, Factiva,
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and LexisNexis.
Google is even
offering content
in
non-English
languages.
To search for
archives,
users
can use Google
News
(news.
google.com) and
click on the 'News
Archive Search'
link directly or for
selected queries,
the Google web
search will display links to the
top three related
articles. On the
llt1'tU Stnllb • Stt1;0,· Ph6ro 1-A.liror •
Google
archive Google announce d a s e arch a rchive feature to provide
news
search, users, like Corey Weathers, with more c onvenience .
users can not only
search for a historical event but they will be able to other Google products, offer librarians
browse a historical tilne line.
another outlet to do this [help].1'.
The spokesperson expresses how
Sii1ce GQogle has released this helpthe Google archive news >vill provide ful and resourceful research aid, the
researche}'S with one convenient place to question is whether students will probegin their searches.
ceed to seek it out and take advantage of
· Professor of philosophy Richard it. Many say that this feature is another
Jones also agrees and supports students' extension of the usefulness of the interuse of the internet.
net and welcome tl1e resource.
"The internet is like an extension of
"Sure, I'll use it," said sophoour minds," Jones explains. "This allows more advertising major Jason Rangelpeople to do research at a deeper level, Woolfork. "I have used Google news
and I 'encourage students to use every before and it helped me with a Toni
resource they can, including Google and Morrison project I had to work on."
the library."
Google says that they set themselves
Even though libraries may·not enjoy apart frmn rival search engines like
as much patronage as the web, when Y~hoo ! In that the archive news search
it comes to research and ·inforn1ation, is "unique in its breadth of content prolibraries have expressed an interest vi~ers and time span."
in contributing to the Google archive
Overall, the spokesperson claitn
'
'
news.
.
that the archive news search will help
"Librarians want to help people find to provide a more comprehensive search ·
information," )contends the representa- experience and helps content providers
tive. "Google news archive as well as find their information.
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Students g et in a last ga me of po ol before the re modeling
of the Blackburn game ro om gets underway in late October.
-

Recreation Center
Gets Facelift
BY JUSTIN CHARLES
Contributing Writer

· Students are already playing on the recently refurbished
pool tables, as well as listening
to music on the new'sound systems; after the improvements,
which are set to be completed
by the end of October, they can
also watch television on two
brand new flat screens, compete on several new arcade systems as well as enjoy the home
gaming scene with unit sta~
tions which safely house game
consoles. There are also plans
to replace the crude front gate
with a store front wall in order
to further accenhiate the 'Rec
Center' feel.
The main reason for these
fresh acquisitions is to enhance
the 'atmosphere' of the area
and encourage more students
to come to the center.
"There are over ten thousand students at Howard
University, yet we see only
around thirty students in there
at any given point in time."
Ms. Roberta Mcleod, director
of the Blackburn Center and
intramurals, recreation and
club sports, hopes that the
new equipment will attract a
larger student presence.
According Mcleod, whereas the other items will be
owned by Howard University,
the decision on whether
to purchase or lease the
arcade games, which include
titles such as Dance Dance
Revoh:1tion and Basketball
Shot, is still under consideration. Students will be charged
a minimum price of 25 cents
to play them, increasing revenue for the 'Rec Center'.
In the eighties, the 'Rec
Center' housed an entire row
of arcade gan1es that had been
leased to the university by a,
then popular, company called·
Hunter Vending. "Those games
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really drew in crowds of students," said Samuel AlnoakoAtta, the assistant director for
recreation and intramurals.
Hunter Vending company
went out of business in l994
and the arcade machines were
liquidated.
As an avid pool player
Hunter Gillezeau, a freshman
international business major,
has been to the gameroon1 on a
few occasions, however, he has
not considered going back.
"There's hardly anyone there to play against,"
Gillezeau said. "Playing against
yourself is fun, but not nearly
as rewarding." When asked if
he'd go when tl1e new equipment arrives, he said, "Sure, if
n1ore people go there because
of [the new attractions]."
Junior Economics major
Chibuzor Nworgu visits the
recreation room fairly often
and said that what students
find most appealing about it is
the ambiance.
"People come here to
relax, play some pool or· just
sit and chat with others," said
Nworgu, "lots of friendships
are started here."
He also attributed the lack
of student turnout at the center to the time of day. "You
find that a lot of students usually show up in the afternoons,
after classes," he said. ·'You
also get a lot of people hanging
out here on Friday eveniI1gs."
Despite the day, Atta said
that the reason why the game
room is not as frequented as
other places on campus is
because the facilities amenities are obsolete.
"We are way behind from
other schools," said Atta, "We '
want to give our students
more. We want to create and
provide for them a safe environment in which to relax and
have fun."
1
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C-Store Still Not Ready for Dining Dollars Usage
Students, Sodexho Staff Not Satisfied with the Delay in Getting the Syste111 in Place in Year-Old Store
thereafter.
Dining Dollars arc still
Contnbutmg Wnter
not a payment option, much
Almost every Howard to the disappointment of
student has been there Howard students.
"It's been so long since
before; that twilight zone in
between classes where you've the C-store opened, I just
been stricken by an insatiable assume that they're dinhunger and don't have time ing dollars-ready, only to be
sadly mistaken," said Tenisha
to sit down to eat.
Convinced that only a Campbell, a sophomore clasSoBe and some peanut but- sics major.
Almost a year after the
ter cookies can break you of
unveiling,
the
your bind, you head over to C-store's
the Blackburn Convenience inability to use dining dollars
Store, grab your items and has inconvenienced many
step in line. With seven min
Howard students.
wvlhile the store itself is
utes left until your next class.
you feel relief, tinged with a con"enient, its lack of dining ·
bit of arrogance. After all, not dollars payment is anything
everyone can secure a pack- but, .. said Isaiah Deiz, a junior
age of Nutter Butters and a film production major.
working desk in Douglass in
For other students, the
under 10 minutes. When it's lack of dining dollar-usage is
your turn to pay, you proudly less about convenience and
brandish your Capstone Card has more to do with saving
only to have your aspirations money.
crushed, so dose to the finish
"Living on a budget, I
line, with three little words: prefer to spend my dining
"no dining dollars."
dollars as opposed to cash,"
The previous scenario said Imon Imoi:i, a sophohas become all loo common more film production major.
among Howard students
Howard students aren't the
since the Blackburn Center's only ones dissatisfied.
C-store opened last year with
Mohammed K. Abdelilah,
the promise of dining dollars Director of Operations for
compliancy to follow not long Sodexho on Howard's camBY BRITTANY LUSE

..
'

\

pus, is dissatisfied with the
C-store's lack of Dining
Dollars-ready equipment.
"It's here for the students'
convenience," Abdelilah said.
"But it's still not available
to all students and that's a
problem."
Abdelilah credited the
predicament to some technical problems that occurred
during the installation of the
C-store's register.
"All of the [cash register) systems all over the
University were updated to
ensure that we didn't have
as much of a problem with
viruses. Unfortunately, there
were technical issues with the
new convenience store register, and that's what we're
working out now."
The registers, he said, are
high maintenance and expen- ·
sive. An optimistic Abdelilah
said that the C-store's d ining dollars featu re will be as
popular and helpfu l as it is at
other convenience stores like
those in Meridian Hill a nd
the Bethune Annex.
"Dining dollars usage
in the convenience stores is
something that is great for
all Howard students, whether on !\.fain Campus, in the

111.f Pl l<1f0

Unlike the Annex convenience store, (pictured above), the C-Store In Blackbum still does not take
dining dollars. A Sodexho official said the store may accept dining dollars by Homecoming.

residence halls or on the Law
School Campus."
The dining dollar system
working is dependent on the
arrival of a price pole and
a cash drawer from the C-

board company, and then the
C-store will be on its wqy.
··we've already laid down
the internet line necessary
to access dining dollars payment and have even entered

in the prices fo r the iten1s,"
Abdelilah said. "We hopefully will be up and running
by Homecoming."
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Graduate School Celebrates
Edward Bouchet's Birthday

CHAPEL

REcAP:

SEPT. 17, 2006

Flake Preaches True Wealth
and ''Abundant Love''
BY ANYA ALEXANDER
Hilltop Staff Wnter

On Friday, the Graduate School commemorated the 154th birthday of
Edward Bouchet, the first African American to earn a Ph.D. In North America,
with the first annual Edward Alexander Souchet Forum and luncheon.
The featured keynote speaker of the event was Dr. Shirley Malcom,
Head of the Directorate for Education and Human Resources Programs of the
American Association for the Advancement of Sciences, who headed a discussion on the Importance of African-American participation In the fields of science and technology.
Attendees of the forum Included the director of the National Science
Foundation and representatives from Phi Beta Kappa, the Council of Graduate
Schools and the American Ass ociation for the Advancement of Science.
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Want to document the
historic events that
take place on Howard's
campus?!?!
Come grab a story at
tonight's budget meeting at 7 p.m. in the
P-Leve/ of the West
Towers!!!
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ReYerend Dr. Floyd
H. Flake told students
about the power of having
true wealth and "abundant love" during chapel
services on Sunday.
"i\.Ioney is not e"erything," Flake said. "Lo\'e
transcends everything in
our life."
The former
U.S.
Congressman is presently the 'ienior pastor
of Greater Allen A.M.E.
Cathedral 01 New York in
Jamaica, Queens, with a
congregation of more than
20,000 members. During
his 30-year pastorate, the
church has become one
of the nation's foremost
Christian churches and
development
corporations. He is also president
of Wilberforce Univer<>it)'
in Ohio.
Basing his sermon
on John 10:10, Flake told
students to ha\'e lo\'c for
themselves and character.
"The thief cometh
not, but for to steal, and
to kill and to destroy: I
am come that the) might
have life. and that they
might have it more abundantly," Flake read.
"He is truly a role
model for the nation,"
said Dr. Bernard L.
Richardson, Dean of
the Chapel. "What is so
remarkable about him is
his willingness and heart
to serve God's people."
Flake said that God
desires his people to be
hap py with what they
have and what he gives us.
Wealth comes from hard
work and putting yourself in the best position to
receive God's blessings.
Flake preached that
abundance is not about
financial wealth, rather it
is kno\,i ng what is in your
heart and your spirit. Life
is about understanding
that you can have peace

•
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Reverend Dr. Floyd H. Flake advised his audience
to appreciate and regard " love" as w ealth.

in the world and realizing
that peace comes from a
relationship with God and
having b,•licl and trust in
him.
"'Some of us need to
move from ci\'il rights to
civil responsibility," Flake
said.
Dorninec Young, a
senior psychology major,
found Chapel to be very
uplifting. The different
speakers who come to the
Chapel every Sunday is
what she enjoys the most.
Likewise,
Ojirese
Mo1noh, freshman biology major, enjoyed hearing from Reverend Flake
because he felt that the
sermon spoke directly to
him.
"I learned a lot about
taking responsibility and
realizing that I have ~01ne
thing to offrr the world."
In addition to the
inspirational words from

,

•

.

•

Re\. Dr. Flake, the Andrew
Rankin ~1emorial Chapel
Dance ~linistl)
performed a liturgical dance
to the song "Surely," by
Israel & New Breed.
..I got goose bumps,"
said Rebecca Petit, a freshman undecided major. "I
was really touched by the
dancers."
This was Petit's first
Chapel experience and
she was very pleased with
the service. She said that
this will not be her last
time in attendance as she
thoroughly enjoyed the
guest speaker and the
dancers.
As a surprise call to
service, Dean Richardson
asked
the
Howard
University
Community
Choir to bless the congregation \\ith a musical
selection, "Let l\.1y People
Go."
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You'l Cha.nge
Countles·s Lives
Includirig Your Own

The Hilltop

Worksh0p

AT r:oRDHAl\I UNl\'ERSITY'S
GRADllATE SCHOOL OF SOCIAL

Wednesday @ 6:00
The Hilltop Office,
P-Level, West To:wer

SER\ CE, ,,. believe that there is
no n1ort noble pursuit than building
a just, equitable and caring society.
Our program, ranked I4th nationally

by l!.S. 1Ye11' ~ h'<,rld Report, is
ed~cnting :11H.~ inspiring the next
gener~tion

••

of leaders in the field.

'-'/ C1Hne .?
J

If you want to be a better w rite r. for The Hilltop or anyone e lse.
If you 're interested in becom ing a staff writer. you 1nust atte nd.

Sec yo\J at the Graduate School
Fa~r

.,

at George \.Yashington

University on September 25!

www.fordham.edu/gss/cpw

Do you want to write for
the HILLTOP?
Come to our budget meet•

SPRING BREAK '07
CELEBRATION
Sun Splash Tours'
20th Annrversary Specials
IO<IK llllf: !.tYI llG ! SI, flll Milli, 1111 Dlllll

In 9

...,,~

Q

Monday @ 7

~

MOW HIRING REPS:
URN AFREE TRIP
ON ONLY 12 PIOPUll
' IOOK BY NOV. ht

GROUP DISCOUNTS on 6+ People

P. m.

www.sunsplashtours.co'!'
1.800.426.7710

'

•
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The Student Banking Package
· FREE Checking with FREE Online Banking

•

· Flexible Rewards Student Visa® Credit Card*
· FREE 24/7 account access at over 1,000 ATMs
••

. And more
l

To sign up, visit our branches near campus at 901 New York Avenue
or 21 OMichigan Avenue, NE or call us at 301-987-BANK or
1-800-987-BANK (out of area). For more information, visit us online
at chevychasebank.coml student.

CHEVY CHASF BANK
•All credit products are subject to credit approval. Must be 18 years or older to apply.
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Human Trafficking: A Growing Global Issue
The Global Black Market Exploits Won1e11 and Children Militarily, Sexually and For Grueling Labor
BY PHAROH TALIB
COntnbutmg Wnter

Even though slavery has
been abolished in America
since 1865, there is a variation
that still exists today.
Human trafficking has
become a booming underground industry that is affecting millions of people worldwide. Considered by many lo
be the modern-day slave trade,
its victims are kidnapped and
smuggled domestically or
across international borders
and exploited for financial
gain.
Intensely concentrated in
parts of Russia and south Asia,
this black market phenomenon affects nearly every developed country in some form or
fashion.
"It compares [to American
slavery] in the context that it
is modern-day "slavery, but
the difference is that American
slavery [before 1865] was legal
and supported by the s tate
whereas today it is illegal and
is sponsored by criminals,"
says Derek Ellerman, CoExecutive Director of Polaris
Project, one of the country's
leading anti-human trafficking
tt

Bureau of Investigation (FBI)
organi1.ations.
The U.S. State Department estimates that trafficking genestimates that there are erates about $9.5 billion annu600,000-800,000
persons ally and is the second largest
trafficked
across
borders criminal industry in the world
internationally each year with after narcotics. but is the fastalmost 18,000 in the U.S. est gro\\ ing.
Even thouv,h the world's
alone. Of those smuggled illegally and exploited for forced governments have drastically
labor or commercial sex annu- stepped up their efforts to
ally, 8 out of 10 are female . combat this swelling problem,
and up to half are minors. there isn't any reassuring data
The
International
Labor to s uggest that the slave trade
Organization (ILO) estimates will recede anytime soon.
Traffickers prey on the
that there are 12.3 million people enslaved in some form at vulnerable: children and socio
any given time.
economic<illy displaced people
Females are primarily in sc..uch ol better opportunitrafficked for various types of ties, for example.
sexual exploitation including
Victio1s typicalh come
prostitution, pornography, sex from poorer regions of the
tourism, forced marriage (mail world, such as ''ar torn former
ordered brides) and exotic soviet countries like KosO\'O or
dancing. Men and young males open market Asian countries
arc generally used for cheap like Cambodia.
forced labor.
Some methods that trafOutside of being used fickers use to capture nctims
for labor and sexual purpos- for trafficking include fon·t'.
es, fhildren are also illegal!) fraud and t•ocrnon. Some vk
sold for adoption and used as tims go willingly or arc sold
soldiers in heavily conflicted by their families under the
regions of the world and in false pretense that there will
various criminal enterprises.
be some type of better cm ployOrganized crime networks ment with highct pay, only to
profit tremendously from be later manipulated and sexhuman trafficking. The Federal ually exploited.

""°'°t.~......-Jof••·~

About 600,000 to 800,000 people are trafficked across national borders and used tor sexual and
labor exploitation, according to the U.S. State Department. Most sold are women and children.

Others are subdued with
drugs or subjected to extreme
violence and most are held in
bondage or against their will.
The effect that human
trafficking has on its victims
is enormous, as it not only
destroys families, but often
causes irreversible, psychological and physical harm.
including disease.

"Trafficking is a humah
rights ,·iolation that is as cgr<.'gious as genocide and torture,
and the scope of the problem
is that millions of 1wopk• arc
victimiied," Ellerman said.
The average age of
Ameria1n runaways being
co11ve1ted into prostitutes
by pimps is 13-14, and it hits
\Vashinglon, DC especially

hard.
"Pimping is a form of
trafficking. It's hard to separate the two. D.C. is one of
the major trafficking hubs on
the East Coast; we have almost
every aspect of trafficking,"
Ellerman said.
Though human trafficking
is a global problem, efforts to
slow its growth are ongoing.

•

Rice Makes Slavery Comment In Essence Interview
BY MORGAN LYNCH
COntnbutmg Wnter

In the October 2006 issue of Essence
magazine, Secretary of State Condoleeza
Rice is featured in an intervie\\ in which
she makes a controversial comparison
between the war in Iraq and the Civil
War.
When asked if the decision to go to
war with Iraq was tJ1c right thing to do,
Rice defends it by saying,"Absolutely. I'm
sure there are people who thought that
it was a mistake to fight the Civil War.
I know there were people who said why
don't we get out of this now, take a peace
with the South, but lca\'e the South with
slaves?"
Rice defended Bush's decision and
his policies on Iraq but, in doing so, has
ruffled some feathers with regards lo her
treatment of slavery and the Civil War.
Rice, President Bush and his cabinet are experiencing some of the lowest
approval ratings in presidential history.
The point made by Rice has generated a lot of interest amongst the students
and faculty at Howard.
\'\11en asked if she thought the
two wars actually compared, Graduate
Assistant and public administration
major Yolanda Curtis responded saying,
"No, the Civil War resulted from internal
strife wi thin the United States. The current war has been caused by inte rnational
intervention. Basically, bullying from the
United States."
Rice has often been the headliner of
political fodder
the U.S. today. Iler
words and actions often s tir up controversy in the public arena.
Nikita Ford, a freshman political

in

science major, is somewhat conflicted by Rice's
words.
"Yes and no because
the Ci,iJ \\far was not
fought for the sole purpose of sla,·ery. It was
fought to keep the North
and South unified which
is what. ..l guess they are
fighting for in Iraq now."
Students like Joshua
Taborn, a freshman political science major, speculated as to the reasoning
behind the comparison.
"It is because she is
constantly trying to find
accreditation for herself
with nonsense facts. She Secretary of State Condoleeza Rice compared the
has been coached on what Clvll War to the War In Iraq during an Interview with
to say to the public by the Essence Magazine In the October issue.
Bush
Adn1inistration. ~
Taborn said.
'' ith Civil Rights in the past.~ Curtis said.
"She is under a lot of pressure and a
Taborn docs have some understandlot of people disagree ,-.ith us being there. ing of Rice's position on not pulling out
And, she knows there is more to this situ- of the \\<lr
ation than is let on, therefore they ha\e to
*You can somewhat understand
defend it.~ Ford concluded.
because pulling out premature!) can cause
Rice's quick-fire responses and dt•d- some problems." she said.
ication to defending the Cabinet's firm
stance has also been thorough!) exam
ined. Many cannot seem to understand
This Day in Black
whether her loyalties lie with the Black
Histo1y ...
community and the Alnerican publie or
to her boss.
1970
"She is trying to defend President
Bush's decisions. and she 11lso wants
,fimi llc11drix, 11oteclfor his
accreditation for their choices b) com par
1miCJt1c cll'l'll'<mic guitar style.
diC's i11 Lo11do11, England.
ing whatever is happe ning right now in
the government with what has happened

How well do you know your
Nation and World?
1) In \\hich continent ts
the count!) Bulgnria?
a) South America
b)Afnca
c) Europe
d) Asia

7) \'\"ho is the president

of Iraq?
a ) ~1 a h m o u cl
.\hmadinejad
b) Abdullah II
c) Moshe Katsav
d) .Jalal Talabani

2) Ho\\ man) countries

arc there in the \\Orld today?
a) 608
b)194
c) 1,205
cl) 152

8) A global day for action
has been held for which place
in the world?
a) Israel
b) Darfur
c) Iraq

;{).\'am<' th e U.S. Nation.11

d) Kabul

Sccuril) \dvisor.
9) Seeking stronger ties, I

4) \\'hieh \H'rt' the most
popular ho) s and girls names
. ti IC US')
0 f .,
-005 Ill
. .•
a) .Jacob, Emil)
h) John, .Jennifer
l') ~1ich.icl, Sarah
d) .Jason, Tiffany

the Iranian president has just
,; ·ited which Latin Ameriran
l'OUlltry?
a) Venezuela
b) Colombia
c) Bnu:il
d) Argentina

5) Nam three 1gmfic.111t
on-goin • armed conflil't'i in
Africa.

\\'luch country docs
this fl.!• represen•

6) \\'luch IS the COi'·
tl'Ct name for n n•sitlcnt ot
11lassndmsclls?
a) ~lnssaehusian
h) l\lass,1chusl'llan
t-) B~t\ Sl.1lt'r
d) l\l:1ssat-'1111sl'tit•rs

10)

Answers l)c 2) b

3 SlePhet' !Udley

4 a 6)AJgene vs Aimed blamlc Group (GIA).
C6te d Iv') re vs rebels, Oel1)0C<&llC
()f Congo and a

R&pub~

vs Rwanda UQ3nda and

nva co.i • and
lslamiSI g OUl>S. S

n \'$ Oar!wr rabel g oups

Uganda vs lord'• Resistance Army

(l.RA)

BJc

7) d 8 b 9)• IOI Japan

Harvard Drops Early Decision Program
BY KANITA MASON
Contributing Wnter

Harvard
University
recently decided to drop their
decades-old early decision
program next year because
the policy appeared to put low
income and minority students
at a disadvantage during the
college entry process.
Derck Bok, Harvard's
Interim President said in a
statement, "We hope that doing
away with early admission will
improve the process and make
it simpler and fairer."
"Early admissions programs tend to advantage the
advantaged," Bok said in
an interview with MSNBC,
describing how the school's
30-year-old policy favors certain applicants.
"Students
needing financial aid are disadvantaged by binding early
decision programs that prevent them from comparing aid
packages."
Early Decision is a contract between an applicant

and the college. The applicant
agrees that upon acceptance,
he or she will withdraw all
other college applications and
attend the early decision college. Because of this commitment, the s tudent can apply
early decision to only one college.
Early action however is
more flexible. Under an early
action program, students do
not have to commit to attending the college. The student
can send his application in
earlier, and the college sends
you its decision earlier. Some
colleges do have additional restrictions on their early
action programs.
Linda Hawkins, Director
of Admissions for Howard
University said Howard has no
intention on cutting their early
action program. However, she
added, "I think some universities will follow suit." She said
Harvard's prestige could influence other schools. "Han•ard
is well respected and I think

-

H

Harvard University receives thousands of applications
every year, but the University is looking to reach more
minorities by ceasing the early decision program.
the) ''ill set p1, •cedcnl, • for the but students as well.
admissions world.
This is because students
\\Then asked ho'' she applying to Harvard now
felt about I hll'\ ,\rd cutting will have the option to comtheir early decision progn1m, pare universities in regards
Hawkins explained that it to scholarships and financial
would benclit not onl) lloward aid even if accepted. Before,
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they had to commit to attend
students who :ilready have n
ine Hanar,I. Furthermore. a clear first-choice college.
student intl'restcd in applying
Students applying to the
for Howard might not have university have three options.
applied if the) were also inter- Students can apply for early
ested in llar\'ard.
decision, early action, or reguHawkins did add that lar action. However, all three
Ho,,ard has an earl) action options are not offered at every
policy which allows the student university.
the flexibility to attend any
Although the majority of
11nivcrsilv they wish despite students apply regular action,
l ht• fat'l that tht•y might havt• Uwre is still a significant num
been admitted.
ber who apply early action.
She explained that early It is another way for them to
action onl) benefits the sl.i- target more students from
dent in the way that if they low-income
backgrounds.
submit a complete application Bok's predecessor, Lawrence
by the deadline. they will have Summers, launched a profirst consideration for scholar- gram where admitted students
ships.
whose family income is less
According to the National than S6o,ooo can study at
Association
of
College Harvard for free.
Admissions
Couns.•lors'
Harvard, which usuall)!
(NACA) Newsletter, different attracts thousands of appli
colleges offer different options cants a year, will start the
for earl) action, sometimes change in 2008. Then they will
offering more than one early have only one deadline which
program.
is scheduled for January 1.
II reported that earl) decision is for those 'early-bird"
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Hecht 's Co. Gives Way to Federated Stores
BY WHITNEY BUGGS

brands.
According to a lVlacy's representative at the Metro Center
stop in dO\\lllown DC,
"Ilecht's was replaced
by Macy's because there
was a merger and Federated
[Dcp;1rt mcnt Stores, Inc.] has
taken over. Macy's ,,iJl have
sales just like any other store,
but Macy's prices are different
from llecht's because it is a
different store".
Hecht's follows in the
footsteps of othE'r family businesses known to this generation. Hecht's was k.J10\\1l for
discount cards, coupons and
weckl) sales, while ~1acy's and
Bloomingdalcs, another finer
department store, are com·
monly associated with higher
prices. The conversions seem
to attract a different crowd,
while rejecting the sense of
affordability
accompanied
with the Hccht's family name.
Older generations recall
many local-owned
stores
such as: Jelleffs, Raleigh
Haberdasher's,
Kann's,
Lansburgh's, Woodies and
Garfinckcls that eventual-

Contributing Wnter

Remember h ow Hechinger
Hardware was replaced by
Home Depot? Peoples Drug
vanished into CVS? Many of
these local businesses appear
to have j ust died out , while
bigger and corporate-owned
•
chains gained control.
These conversions happen so frequently that people
seem to forget the chains that
once existed. Companies like
Chesapeake & Potomac and
Bell Atlantic become a distant
memory. Yet Hccht's department store seemed to withstand the lest of time.
The District has said farewell to Ilecht's and welcomed
New York's brand of Macy's.
Hecht's, a leading department
store, operated 57 stores in 15
markets, including Washington
D.C. After 149 years of service in the Washington area,
Hecht's has closed its doors
for the last tim e. However,
this is not the first time that
local department stores have
given way to larger, corporate

ly closed as well. Most were
replaced
with
Federated
Department stores.
llecht's was one of the
last department stores from
its era to close. Named after
a Baltimore family, Hecht's
transformed mto a regional power chain once it was
expanded into the Wash ington,
DC area. Samuel and Babette
Hecht opened their first fullservice department store in
Baltimore in 1885 and opened
their first vVashington location, 11 years later, at Seventh
and F Streets, Northwest. The
store did not remain a family
businc's for much longer once
Mac) Dci••utment Stores Co.
bought the t·ouple out in i959.
However, Hecht's was one
of the most poptilar department stores in the area. From
affordable suits, to back-toschool clothes and Easter
outfits. Hccht's remained a
reasonably priced and easily accessible store for local
college students and families
within th1> DC area.
Federated
Department
Stores, Inc. has made the deci-

-Consumers are being forced to say "goodbye," to a famlll ar face In retail, as Hecht's
gives w ay to Macy's on storefronts, shopping bags and receipts across the nation.
sion to eliminate the name of
Hccht's and convert all stores
into ~lacy's and Bloomingdales
in Chevy Chase. 1\-Iany Howard
students turned to Hecht's
for interview suits. potential
emplo) mcnt and their diverse
shoe department. As one of the
only department stores 1netro-

Viewers Lured By Reality
BY SHARISE CRUMLEY

It would be an understatement to say that
reality television has taken America by storm.
Wi th the growing number of reality 1V programs
that arc bombarding television networks, viewers can't seem to escape the hype. Both Howard
University students and professors admit to
watching at least one reality program on a weekly
basis.
Many wonder, what was the first reality television show? Although Fox's staple shows Americas
~1ost V.'anted and Cops first aired in 1988 and
i989, CBS boasts the birth of the nation's first
reality show- Candid Camera. Candid Camera
has been on and off the air since 1948; however,
it originated as a broadcast program titled Candid
l\1icrophone. One year later, the shows creator,
Allen Funt, took his idea to networi-; television.
Soon after, CBS began to premier its first reality television series, ABC's America's Funniest
Home Videos debuted and from there, reality 1V
continued to grow into the medium that it has
become today.
With shows such as America's Next Top
Model, Survivor, The Real World, Project Ru nway,
Wife Swap, Who V\'ants to be a Millionaire, Flavor
of Love, what is the lure of reality television to
networks?
V.'hen asked, lecturer and administrative
coordinator Sakinah J. Munir replied,
''They [television networks] arc lrvim to
capitalize on that genre. They [the networks] had
such proliferation on the first two or three [reality] shows that as long as they can get good rat
ings they will continue to take advantage." A
CBS representative; however, explained that networks can afford to produce many reality shows
at one ti me because oflow costs.
"Instead of paying seven sitcom stars a million dollars per episode... networks can get away
with a single million dollar payout at the end of a
show's season without causing ratinr.s or viewer
satisfaction to suffer," the representative said.
From home decorating, to wife swapping,
from speed dating to speedy makeovers. :111d from
Survivor's battle of the sexes lo New York and
Pumpkin's battle over F1avor F1av, reality television takes us everywhere imaginable; yet out of
30 people interviewed, only hvo felt that all real-

Jo) Adjekum. "I knO\\ a lot
of people who shopped at
Hccht's when they needed formal clothing.~
Eventua,lly, the thought of
Hcchfs blu · awnings will fade
nnd 'lhOP) ·•rs will accept the
bright recI st.ir that shines next
to the Macy's sign.

iTunes Movie Store Not
Engaging to Students

•

Contnbutmg Wnter

accessible to Howard students,
some feel that Hecht's transformation into Macy's eliminates another easily accessible
and often used clothing store.
"I didn't know Hechfs
was closing. Why would the)
replarc Hechfs with ~lac) s?"
asked junior n ursing major

BY CORTNEY CLEVELAND
Contributing Writer

The white earbud.i; that accompany the
Apple iPod have become a staple on lloward's
campth. It \\Ouldn't be an exaggeration to say
that half the people a student passes on their
wa} to class, ha"·e the headphones dangling
from tl1eir ears.
On September 12. Apple announced the
launching of its iTunes Movie Store in hopes
of broadening the iPod media experience.
Howc\'cr, the service ma) prove unfavorable
to Howard students.
A common response of students to the
announcement of the ne\\ online store is
\\idc-e)cd astonishment of the price. iTunes
plans to charge beh,·een S12.99 and s14.99
for new releases and $9.99 for older titles.
'l11e films can be viewed on an iPod or compull'r; ho,,cn~r. the digital content l'an not be
b11111ed to a DVD.
Freshman history m;~jor, Tatiana Sims
shares the views of many Howard students,
stating ''You might as well buv a DVD," Sims
said. "fhL·y should makL' it dll'ap1•r. \.\'hy get
[a mo\ ic] for a little small sL•n•en "hL'll .> 011
rould huy a DVD for) our IV?
,\pplc h.is already tackled this problem.
Al'\t•r introducing the movie store, Apple CEO
SteYC .Jobs debuted iT\', a slim, t'Ompacl box
that ''ill allm\· user.; to send mo\'il's purchased
on line to a tcJc,ision set via ''in' less 1.·onnection. UsL•rs who would likL• to take .1dvantagc
of this lt'chnolofil will pa) S299 of iTV wlwn
it is released earl) next year.
The launching of the iTunL's .l\lo\'iC Store
is Apple's attempt to gain u lbothold as the
IL•aclcr in on line n10' ie dO\\ nloading just as
did with music and tclL•\is1on ;hows.
During a pre\iC\\ of the store. Slc\C Jobs
stated: - .. .in less than one yL•ar [1\pple has]
grown from offering just five T\' shows to
off1.•ring 220 T\' shows, and we hopt.• lo do tl1c
s:1me "ith mm iec;. iTunes is sellin)I. O\'er one
million videos a week, and we hope to match
this with movies in less than a year." This is

Photo Cc1ul1n) (,f •••.amamn.n:-n

Supermodel Heidi Klum, (shown above),
hosts Project Runway on Bravo.
ity television shows were not staged. The overwhelm ing majority either thought tliat the shows
were 100 percent fake or some aspects were real
but had been manipulated b) the director. \Vith
only six percent of people who believe what they
arc watching is actually real, why are rating.s so
high?
.. Reality 1V is popular because our nation is
in such problematic times that the reality of 1V
shows, like F1aYor of l..oYc and TI1e Real \Vorld,
act as a safe haven from tlie issues currently
affecting our nation," said sophomore political
science major Ethan Ashley.
Senior radio-'JV-film major Antoinette
Lawson had a different response.
"I think reality TV is ->O popular right now
because people like to s1 •' situations they can
relate to. l<nO\\ing ar d seeing tl1at people baYe
the same issues like their seh·es draw viewers
.10."
When asked which realit) television shows
they prefer to watch, 60 percent of viewers replied
Flavor of Love.

'
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an a1nbitious goal and there are many 1ivals
vyin g for consumer dollars ...
Netflix is thto leader for online mo,~e
companies and apparently alrcadr has fans
on campus. \\'hen a~kcd if ,he; would take
ad\"antage of the i'runes MO\ ic Store, freshman print journalism major .\mbt.;r Smitl1
said, - ... not often since I would have to pay
S9.99. Xctflix is bcttcr...you·rc pa)ing [a lesser amount of money] a month ...
Netflix allows its users to rent DVDs from
their honlC by paying a monthly fee (starting a t $5.99). The DVDs arc delivered to the
custo1ner 's home and can be returned at their
con,·enienct! '"ithout any shipping or late fees.
Netflix recently announced that the compan)
would branch out into movie downloads in
the future, but home dclhei; would remain
their primal) scn·ice.
Other competition for iTunes includes
Sprint Nextel \\hirh rL"Cently struck a deal
\\ith \'arious mo\ ic studios to offer pay-perview streams of ll10\ ies for t•ell phones. n1c
films will cost hct\n'en :;;:~.99 and $5.99 lo
rent. In add ition, Amazon.cam's Unbox offers
20.000 films to download with prices ranging
from S7.99 to &14.<J9.
Piracy m,1) sl'l'\c ns the most fonnid,1ble
ourt'C of competition. File-sharing sofu\11re
such as Umc,,irc .md Kaza.1 nno\\s an) u er
with a computer lo dO\\nload films \\ithout
paying for them. Ilk-gal 1110\ie do\\11loading
may deter users from taking advantage of
legal seniccs.
According to tlw 2005 U.S. Pili.lcy
Fact Sheet producC'd hy the l\lolion Pictun.•
Association of Anll'rit'<l (MPAA)...44 percent
oflVlPAA studio l<~<;scs to pirary in the U.S. arc
attributed to collL>gc student,.,
"People gel mo' ics bootleg [instead of
purchasing them lcgallyl. A lot of Howa rd
students opt for what is rhl'apcr.~ said public
relations major Crystal Schancttc.
\\'hether or not Apple'' ill repeat t11e success it
has had in music and tcleYision dO\\llloading
is unkno\VJl.

'.

Brand Battle: Subway ys. MC,,D o».ald's
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They all claim to be superior, but what do .their consumers ·think? ...,; ., ;
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Quality
Tony Idugboe,junior
accounting major

Variety

''I'm eating h ealthy so I must
say Subway is a h ealthier option for me"

. ...... .................................... . . ... . . ..... . ....
Marcus Coleman ,junior
management major

Jennifer Bl'iggs,freshman
dance major

•

..... ....

•

'

L •
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Service

"McDonalds is of course
cheaper"

.. I think it depends on the
shop, so I'll rank them equal"

"The choices are better at
Subway because they cater to
my speci fie needs"
'

•
"lV1cDonalds have cheaper
. "
pnces

"I thi n k Subway's service is
a little n1ore personal so its
much better"

"~tcDonald's is way cheaperw

"Senicc at Subwa) is better~

..... ......... . ....

because it 1s way healthier
tl1an McDonald's"

•

i

...........

" J prefer Subway's quality

•

"The choices are better at
Subway because I get to
choose \\hat goes on m)

.·

sandwich~

"Subway lives up to their
slogan "eat fresh" so tl1e food
is of good qua lity"

...................................... ······· ..

Price

'

"McDonalds has a better
variety sometimes I need a
burger and I can get just thaC

•
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Bison Drop to 0-2 in Loss to FAMU Rattlers
BY ELLIOTI JONES
Sports Editor

There was more at stake than a
simple conference rivalry this past
Saturday, when the Howard football team took on the Florida A&M
Rattlers. A loss would drop either
school to 0-2 in the MEAC, a deficit
that would a lmost certainly end any
hopes of winning a conference championship.
In the end, Howard's lack of
experience a nd multiple missed
opportunities cost them, as FAMU
came away with a 31-23 victory at
Greene Stadium.
The loss was even more significant due to the fact that the Bison
travel to Division 1-A opponent
Rutgers next Saturda).
Conversely, the Rattlers improve
to 1- 2 (1-1 in the l\lEAC) and have
beaten Howard for the second year
in a row, as well as in 10 of the teams'
last 12 meetings.
"I was pleased to see us showing
improvement, but we le t a game get
away that we should have won," said
head coach Ray Petty.
In fact. Howard showed improvement on both sides of the ball despite
the loss. The Bison finished with 204
total rushing yards, led by senior running back Keon Coleman's 92 yards
and one touchdown on 12 carries.
Also, the Bison defense gave up
nearly 200 fewer yards than they did
last week at Hampton (368).
Still, mistakes and missed opportunities sealed Howard's fate.
FAMU received the opening
kick-off and immediately marched
on a 10-play, 56-yard touchdown

8t)an )Oft<"\. ''"''·Photo •~ilur

Senior running back Keon Coleman dashes Into the end zone during the Bison's loss to FAMU In Greene Stadium on Saturday.
drive, with sophomore running back
Anthony Edwards diving into the end
zone from two yards out.
The Bison quickly bounced back,
leveling the score at 7 on a 13-yard
touchdown pass from sophomore
Martin Decembert to jumor ,~;de
receiver Stephane Assoumou late in
the first quarter.
The scoring play marked the second week in a row that Decembert
and Assoumou were able to connect
for a touchdown.
On FAMU's ensuing drive,
quarterback Albert Chester's pass
was intercepted by senior cornerback Geoff Pope, leaving Howard
witJ1 good field position. However,
Howard failed to capitalize on their

next drive.
Howard was again presented
with good fortune when a Sebry
Mahmud Nuru punt bounced off a
Rattler's leg and was rccoYered by
tht Bison at the FM1U 2.7 \ 01rd line.
This time, Howard was able to take
advantage with Coleman scoring on a
two-yard run, making the score 14-7,
Howard.
FM1U used a field goal late in
the first half to pull the srore to 1410, then took a 17-14 lead in the third
quarter on a Derek \'\'illiams touchdown reception.
Howard tied the score with a 33yard field goal from freshman kicker
Dennis \Viehberg - the first of his
career, but was once again burned

throui.:h the air by Cheskr, \\ho was
able to find Roosevelt Kisl'r on a .~4 yard touchdown pass.
A pivotal moment in thl' gaml'
came when senior quarterbnck \\'ill
Blanden scored on an cll•l'lrifving
31 n1 rd touchdown r un to makl• the
score 24 21, FA.MU
The ensuing extra point "a:.
good, but Howard was pcnahtl'd for
illegal formation. The re- kiok sailed
wide to the left.
"It wasn't so much an arh111nent,
I was just trying to explam our formation," said Petty who stepped onto
the field to plead his case with thl'
officials.
"That extra point took me out of
Ill} game and I s houldn't have done
that," he said.
F \l\l U scored on the next M'ries
on another Edwards rm , pushing
the score to 31-23. HO\\ard returned
\\ith Decembert at quartrrbal·k. but
he was replared by sophomore Floyd
Haigler when an injury forced him
out of the game. Haigler, entering
the game for the first time with about
two minutes remaining, had his first
pass intercepted, sealing the ga me
for F\1\tU.
"\\ere still a work in progress:
we can still get better," Cole.man s,tid.
"Anytime you cross the 50 [y,1nl line].
you have to see that as an opportunity to score."
FA1\1U was led offonstYcly by
F,d\,ards, who finished with 124
yards and two touchdowns. Kiser
also made a kev contribution. catching nine passe~ for 107 yards and a
touchdown.

&
SCORES
Foot all
Flon aA&M
Howard

St. Francis's Red Flash
Hilltop Staff Wnter
scored three goals in the final
- - - - - - - - - -- - 20 minutes of the second half
Despite being ahead in which gave them the victory
the first half, the men's soc- over the Bison.
..I think there was a lack
cer team lost on Sunday to St.
of communication on the
Francis (Pa), 3-1.
The game, played in field," said junior offensive
Greene Stadium, was the player Anton Render.
..We were depending on
Bison's second home game of
the one point lead in the first
the season.
The Bison were missing half. We fell into a comfort
a number of key players due zone; we can't place blame
to various injuries that also though because we were all
out there on the field playcontributed to the loss.
"Injuries are just a part ing," he said.
Re nde r, who also sufof soccer," said head coach
Keith Tucker. "They were fered from various muscle
playing well today, but we and knee injuries, was one
were missing a lot of our key of the few that were able to
play.
players.··
"Its unfortunate that we
Although there were a
number of injuries a mong have a lot of injuries on our
members of tl1c team, the defensive players," said junior
Bison were able to score the forward Michael Okoh.
However, despite the
game's first goal, putting
injuries, the Bison believe
them ahead in the first half.
The first goal was made that tl1ere were other ways
by enior defender Shakir that they could have turned
ri.n only nine minutes into the game into a win.
"I think we could do a
the game.
"Even tl1ough I scored, better job at finishing with
il was bitter sweet because the team as a whole," said
the ultimate goal is to come junior midfielder, Ikechukwu
oul with a victory," Davy said. Onyewuenyi. "But we have
"But as a team and as well as been executing our plays
well."
myself, we could have played
The team's performance
better."
The Bison went into the was somewhat of a disapsecond half of the game up pointment to some players,
1-0, but were not able to hold but most believe that the
team could improve in their
onto their lead.

playing s kills.
"There is always room
for improvement, especially
in attacking," Okuh said. "I
could have done better today
but we all could have been
better.The team has set goals
for the start of their conference games and believes they
will have a successful season.
"I think the injuries
should heal up by conference,
most of them arc minor, so
we a re in good shape," Tucker
said.
St. Francis (Pa) was
ranked number five by the
National Coaches Association
of America (NCAA) in early
September in the NOi th
Atlantic Regional Rankings.
The Red Flash a lso raised
their expectation levels earlier this week when they nearly
upset Virginia, who currently
occupies the number two seat
in the country.
The Bison will travel to Baltimore to fac•' the
Retrievers of the U ah ersity of
M.irvland Baltimore Count)
on Wednesday in their last
pl'eseason game.
Howard's first conference
game will be plnyed at Adelphi
at 1 p.m. on Saturday.
They return home next
Wednesday
when
they
will play Virginia Military
Institute.

Ur") an Joru.·' 1\\,t. l'holu fo'.ditor

Sophomore forward Lemuel Lyons faces two St. Francis players at Greene
Stadium on Sunday. The game ended with a Bison loss of 3·1.
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The new P.A. system at Greene Stadium was, one In a
list of updates to facllltles, Installed In August.
BY JULIANNE HANCKEL
H1lltoo Staff Wnter

Amidst the cheering at
this past Saturday's football
ganw, many studl'llls probnbly Ii l not realize that there
is a ne'', louder P.,\. s) tem
that has b'en installed around
Greene Stadium.
The previous P.A. system was first installed back
in 1986. and because of its
weather beaten condition and
poor sound quality, Athletic
Director D"ight
Datcher
decided that it was time for a
new one.
"You could barely lwar
it," Datrher said. "people
were complaining about it, so
it needed to be done."
Datcher also \\ants to
recognize the people who
stayed behind the scenes
during this process as well.
Assistant Director of Athletics
Dexter Harris and previous
Athletic Director Dr. Franklin
Chambers received many
complaints and inquiries
about thL old P.A. svstcm.

''They took all the hits,
I just implcmenkd the pro
cess," said Datcher.
Good sound, hmn'H'I',
does not t'Ollll' al a chc,1p
price. The brand Ill'\\ s tntl
of-the-art system had a steq
bill at about 50 ooo whicl
included thL eight speak
ers, console, wiring and Ill'\\
conduits to hold the s peakers to the pok•s surrounding
Greene.
The new system also
coir.es equippt•d with a \\lrcless referee mil·rophonc, so
now spcct,1tors in the s tands
can actually hear what th'
referee is calling. Facihti ~
manager Laar Darden stall•d
that lhto s1wakl•rs arc so good
that, " I could lwar ''hat the\
were saying all tlw wa) b)
~1cDonald's."

This was the first trial ru n
of the new system. There \ \ :ts
quite a bit of s tatic heard ovl•r
the speakers during the ganw,
but Darden expects Ycry good
quality sound out of the e ight
new sp0akcrs
RCI SMmd S} skms, loca t-

"You will be surprised
what a new face lift can
do. It makes a world of
difference."
- Dwight Datcher
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Bison Soccer Falls 3-1 to
St. Francis in Final Minutes
BY WINNIE CLARK-JENKINS
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Welcoine Back Senator Kerry
hope the steam in Kerry's ship
is not "too little, too late."
But whether or not Kerry
is a flip flopper doesn't really
matter, since he took the time
to come - something he really
did not have to do.
We, at How-ard, are sometimes spoiled to have the privilege of visits from prominent
speakers, as is the campus tra-

accused by Courtland Milloy
We were happy to see
Democratic presidential hopeof protesting only because we
ful and Massachusetts Senator
could not get our soul food.
Therefore, Kerry's return
John Kerry come to Howard
leaves us nostalgic of what
while campaigning back in
it would have been like had
2004. Although he didn't win,
we were pleased to see him
he been elected. This editorial would have been about
remain an active politician
the most powerful man in the
after the elections and appreworld talking to students - not
ciated him taking the time to
come speak with students last
about someone who could have
been. The Senator's
Thursday.
----------~------Duringa speech
visit also leaves us
frustrated that he
about
national
We are happy to see Senator
security,
Senator
didn't fight a little
Kerry looked to
harder to make sure
Kerry
return
to·Howard,
espestudents to be the
the election was fair,
cially after the Bush drama last and that he waited
change needed in
so long to scream
our
government
year.
and made no secret --------~---------- "foul."
of his displeasure
Regardless of
with the actions of the Bush dition. Last year, when word his failure to challenge the
Administration.
began to spread that President Bush Administration and his
Though we definitely Bush and the first lady were loss in the presidential race,
appreciate Senator Kerry mak- making their way to Blackburn, the fact that Senator Kerry has
ing a stop by Howard and chal- it was not a big surprise.
come to Howard n'ice in the
lenging students to be involved,
However, the outcome of last two years says a lot, and
we can't help but wonder why their visit could not have been we appreciate his faith and
he is coming out so strong now predicted. Unlike the two times respect of this institution. It
about Bush and the ,-..-ay the Senator Kerry visited, students only leaves us wondering why
electoral votes were handled were not allowed to attend the Senator Barack Obama has yet
in Ohio. It is hard to get riled event the first lady hosted. to make his acquaintance with
up now when he conceded the \Ve were even locked out of the Howard student body...
election with no fight. We just our own student center and

Our View:

,,
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1

were attending church services.
Second, there is nowhere in
t11e song where unprotected sex
1s implied. Ev~n if 1 "didn't even
know the girl's name,~ I know how
lo wear a condom. HIV/AIDS is an
epidemic that plagues not only the
black community but the global
community-especially the black
community. It was irresponsible
and unfair for any type of link
between the song and epidemic
to even be implied. At the end
of the dar, even I commend the
writer for her courage to anal}tically examine her peers and the
Howard society, in whlch we all
participate, but the writer could
have used the space given to her
to truly raise awareness about the
seriousness of HIV/AIDS and STD
transmission on HBCU campuses
in general.
HIV/AIDS is a very serious issue and should not be used
lightly in attempting to form an
argument as to why the writer did
not like the song or performance.
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Do you want to write for the HILLTOP?
.
Come to our budget meeting

Monday @ 7 p. m.
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Jana Homes

Ayesha Rascoe
E<litor-In Chief

Managing Editor

Joshua 'fhomas

Perspective: Rapper
Defends Racy Lyrics
Much has been said about
tlie lyrics of the song, "Whal It's
Hitting For," and the (X'rformanee
of that song last Tuesday e\'ening
at the School of Communications
pageant. The performance was like
many others, that's why in Friday
morning's Hilltop I was shocked,
like many, to find the lyrics of the
son3 and its perfonnance to be the
core issue of the "Perspccti\'es"
column. Let me first start by saying that this rebuttal is not to try
to win a new fan or win m·e: a
critic. My own mother has her
own issues with the song. But the
real issue at hond is one tlml was
torgcted in the article, one that l
personally take very serious-the
issue of HIV/AIDS.
First, as far us the pageant
goes, which was "full of reverence for God," was that reverence before the dancer wearing
only a dress shirt? Or the gyrating of the one [contestant) dancing to Michael ,Jackson? Let's not
be under the assumption that we

3

9

Christina M. Wright
Managing Editor

Deputy Managing Editor

With friends that have lost ones
to AIDS, everyone in my crew
(includin~ mysclO knows our sta
tus. If such a stance \\US taken by
the writer from what wus merely
a performance and promotion for
my upcoming album, "Gets It All
Day" (Enrl) 2007), for e\'eryone
else in attendance, then a real
argument should ha\'e Ix-en made
which attemptt.'<i to connect t11e
dots of the writer's argument and
educate the reader (while seeking some sort of solution) Instead
readers rccci\'ed, whit wns bnsi
cally, a writer complaining If we
are to question, as l loward stu dents, our legucy, then realize that
the roots to these problems ure
much, much deeper than Howard
University supporting its own and
showing love. I am un entertainer.
We entertain. And if you don't like
the "entertainment," then just do
like my Mamo docs-simply press
"stop."
Elliott
Brown
u.k.n.

Broadway

•
Survey Says ...
A copy of
The Hilltop and
$1.35 will

get you
on the Metro.*
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ENGINEERS
THURSDAY,
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21ST

Payment acceptable
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Any questions please
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Business Office
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com
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ARE YOU
INTERESTED IN
HELPING
PUT TOGETHER
ONE OF
HOWARD'S
BIGGEST
FUNDRAISER
EVER?.
COME FIND OUT
· ON TUESDAY
SEPTEMBER 19
AT ?PM
IN LOCKE HALL
SMART ROOM
HOW YOU CAN
BE A PART OF
HELPING
PUT TOGETHER
AN EVENT FOR
WORLD AIDS
DAY

18, 2006

THE MOST NOBLE LORDS OF ,
ALPHA PHI ALPHA
FRATERNITY,
,
INC.

ETA CHAPTER
PRESENT

I

AlPHAWEEK
CELEBRATING A CENTURY OF
~Li¥ DEEDS, SCHOLARSHIP,
AN LOVEFORALLMANKIND
. .:;;·",,_..,.,,.,' l/loM I 906 TO 2006
~UNDAY9/17 /06

CALL JO CHAPEL
CRAMT&.i AUDITORIUM
MONDAY9/18/06
,
I

''

40 MltllON DOLLAR SLAVES''
80/lKFORUMAND DISCUSSION
TUESDAY 9/19/06

ALPHA MOVIE NIGHT
JOHNSINGLETON'S WIGHERLEARNING'
WEDNESDAY 9/20/06

WHAT MAKES A LEADER?
LEADERSHIPSKILLSSEMINAR
W/SPEAKER DR. RALPHJOHNSON
DIRECTOR OFSTUDENTACTIVITIESAT
JOHNHOPKINS UNIVERSITY
THURSDAY 9/21 /06

''JEWELS''
TJIJsHJSTORYOF THEFOUNDERS OF
ALPHA PHIALPHA FRATERNITY, INC
W/AUTHOR DARR/US GOURDINE
·MONDAY, WED., AND THURSDAY AT 7:06
BLACKBURN CENTER RM 148/1 SO

HAPPY

FRIDAY 9/22/06

BIRTHDAY

BROS ON YARD

MS.

YARD
NOON

FREEMAN

SATURDAY 9/23/06

8.K.A

BROTHERHOOD SOCIAL

PRINCESS

SUNDAY 9/24/06

TBA

FREE

CALL TO CHAPEL
CRAMTON AUDIT0'1UM
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